INTRODUCTION
Structural studies of nucleic acids and their constituents in the solid state have shown that the various torsion angles tend to lie within 1 2 preferred ranges ' . However, these ranges are not very narrow nor are they clearly defined.
It is the variations of these angles that enable DNA to express its polymorphism, and give rise to the flexibility of the nucleic acid molecules.
In the analysis of the results of structural studies, possible correlations have been looked for between some of the conformational parameters. Two such parameters which it has been suggested are correlated are the glycosyl torsion angle, Xi and the sugar ring pucker. The early surveys * indicated that when x was i° th 6 anti range it was ^0° larger when the sugar pucker was C2'-endo than when the pucker was C3'-endo. This was confirmed when the conformational parameters of the same nucleoside in different environments were compared ; 4 5 when the nucleotide conformations in tRNA were analysed ' ; and in the X and sugar pucker, but when we examined its halogenated derivatives , th# results did not confirm the correlation. This lead us to review the confonnational parameters of deoxyprimidine nucleosides and nucleotides to see to what extent there was correlation between x and sugar pucker in these molecules. The results of this survey indicate that a very wide range of x values is available to the molecules.
CONFORMATIONAL ANALYSIS
The structures included in the survey are listed in Table 1 . In all of them the attachments to atoms C2 and C6 are the same. C3'-endo pucker and x " -110°, whereas in the crystal structure of uridine 32 itself the two independent molecules also have C3'-endo sugars but x values of -162° and -157°. 32 Theoretical conformational energy calculations , which are made for isojated molecules, show that for pyrimidine deoxynucleosides energy contour maps of P v. x have two global minima of similar depth at P -18° and P -162 for x in the anti region.
Although the P -18 minimum corresponds to a x of -170° to -150° and the one at P -162° to a x of -140° to -110°, itself, but whereas this is often accompanied by a change in sugar pucker , it is not always the case , and hence a change in sugar 39 pucker is not considered to be a prerequisite for intercalation
